EBSCO 12:15-1:00 ROOM 765
New EBSCO databases, SocIndex and SocIndex with full text, will be featured. EBSCO representatives will discuss other products according to attendee’s interests.
http://www-us.ebsco.com/home/

Apple 12:15-1:00 ROOM 755
iLife ’05: Bring the sights and sounds that excite and inspire your students into the classroom effortlessly with iLife ‘05—a highly integrated software suite that comes on every new Mac. iLife features the latest versions of Apple’s award-winning iMovie HD, iPhoto, iTunes, iDVD, and GarageBand. Whether students are making visual records of science experiments, producing historical documentaries, or creating digital stories, with iLife, every subject comes to life.
Apple will be raffling off software. Check with Apple representative for details.
www.apple.com

ProQuest 12:15-1 ROOM 763
ProQuest will be highlighting their Digital Institutional Repository Service: Digital Commons@ This service offers benefits to the entire scholarly community:
Institutions - Open-access showcase for the full range of research conducted under university auspices.
Departments, institutes, centers, etc.-a central repository for otherwise scattered research.
Researchers - highly visible platforms for personal scholarship, plus statistics on leadership.
Readers - the institution's intellectual output in a single, easily navigable source, with customized daily alerts
For more on DigitalCommons@, see: http://www.umi.com/umi/digitalcommons
**Exlibris 1-1:45 ROOM 765**
An overview of the Ex Libris product suite will be presented. Representatives will be looking specifically at *DigiTool* (Digital Asset Management), *Verde* (Electronic Resource Management), and the *ALEPH Reporting Center*. Other products will be discussed according to attendee’s interests.
http://www.exlibris-usa.com/

**Serials Solutions 1:00 to 1:45 ROOM 763**
Serials Solutions will discuss their newest services and enhancements to their line of e-collection access and management services. Learn more about *Central Search*, their powerful federated search engine, and discover more about *ERMS*, their electronic resource management system. In addition, find out what is new with their industry-leading *Access & Management Suite (AMS)*, *Article Linker*, and Full MARC Records services.
www.serialssolutions.com

**HW Wilson 1-1:45 ROOM 755**
HW Wilson will be presenting the newest databases from their Retrospective collection including the *Humanities and Social Sciences Retrospective* and the *Education Index Retrospective*. Additionally, information on the new *Art Museum Image Gallery* and Wilson’s soon to be released *Play Index and Book Review Digest Retrospective* will be discussed. New enhancements to the Wilson Web interface that were introduced earlier this year will be demonstrated.
http://www.hwwilson.com

The following vendors will be presenting at their tables throughout the day:

**WALDO**
http://www.waldolib.org/

**ELSEVIER**
http://www.Elsevier.com